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Resonances in experiment
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 The vast majority of QCD states are either:
 unstable under QCD (resonances)
 accidentally stable (bound states)
depending on the QCD parameters, a state can transition
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Resonances in experiment

multichannel, multiparticle system! 
hard, but not obviously impossible…

 confirmation 
 production mechanism [couplings]
 identification of prominent decay channels 
 couplings to decay channels

experimental needs

theoretical needs  structural understanding
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theoretical needs  structural understanding

|niQCD = c0 + c1 + c2 + c3 + · · ·



Resonances in experiment

p

Nπ ~ 70%

the Roper

Nη

∆π

Nππ ~ 30%

if baryons is your thing…

demand for lattice: 
 Stable states generated “exactly”
 Resonant/non-resonant amplitudes are generated “exactly”
 QED/weak can be introduced perturb. or non-perturb.



Exp.

 Simple properties of QCD stable states [non-composite states]

physical or lighter quark masses [down to mπ~120 MeV]

 non-degenerate light-quark masses: Nf=1+1+1+1

 dynamical QED

Status of lattice QCD



 Simple properties of QCD stable states [non-composite states]

physical or lighter quark masses [down to mπ~120 MeV]

 non-degenerate light-quark masses: Nf=1+1+1+1

 dynamical QED

 One of the frontiers of lattice: multi-particle physics

 scattering/reactions

composite states

 bound states

 hadronic resonances
Formal development:

under way
more needed 

Benchmark calculations:
exploratory
proof of principle
unphysical quark masses  [mπ=236, 391 MeV]
…

Status of lattice QCD



A pseudo-quantitative definition
(bump in cross sections/amplitude - e.g., ππ scattering in ρ-channel)

Protopopescu et al. (1972)

M1 =

8⇡Ecm

p

1

cot �1 � i



A pseudo-quantitative definition
(bump in cross sections/amplitude - e.g., ππ scattering in ρ-channel)

E⇢ ⇠ 763 MeV

�� ⇠ 156.4 MeV

“⇢(770)”

Protopopescu et al. (1972)



A counter example

summary of various 
experiments

(Isoscalar, scalar ππ scattering)



A counter example
(Isoscalar, scalar ππ scattering)

E� = 449(2216) MeV

�� = 550(24) MeV

“f0(500)/�”

a historical puzzle!



Quantitative definition
single-particle propagator:

scattering amplitude:

…near bound state or resonance:

= iM

⇠ iZ

p2 �m2
=

iZ

s�m2

⇠ i(ig)2

s� s0
, s0 = (mR � i

2�R)
2



bound state

threshold

Im[s]

s = E2
cm

sheet I : Im[p] > 0

Re[s]

Composite states as poles

M ⇠ 1

p cot � � ip
unitarity:

square-root singularity 
at threshold: p =

p
s/4�m2



bound state

threshold

Im[s]

s = E2
cm

Re[s]

Composite states as poles

Im[s]

Re[s]

narrow resonance

Re[s]

sR = (ER � i
2�R)

2

sheet I : Im[p] > 0 sheet II : Im[p] < 0



Wick rotation [Euclidean spacetime]:  
Monte Carlo sampling

quark masses: mq ! mphys.
q

tM ! �itE

Advantage over experiment!

Lattice QCD 
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tM ! �itE

Lattice QCD 
Wick rotation [Euclidean spacetime]:  
Monte Carlo sampling

quark masses: 
lattice spacing:
finite volume

a ⇠ 0.03� 0.15 fm

mq ! mphys.
q

 Never free!
No asymptotic states!
No scattering!



tM ! �itE

Lattice QCD 
Wick rotation [Euclidean spacetime]:  
Monte Carlo sampling

quark masses: 
lattice spacing:
finite volume

a ⇠ 0.03� 0.15 fm

mq ! mphys.
q

 no continuum of states:
no cuts
no sheet structure
no resonances

FV spectrum



Wick rotation [Euclidean spacetime]:  
Monte Carlo sampling

quark masses: 
lattice spacing:
finite volume
Correlation functions: spectrum, matrix elements

tM ! �itE

a ⇠ 0.03� 0.15 fm

Lattice QCD 

mq ! mphys.
q

⌧

⌧

CL(t,P) =

time = t time = 0



Scattering amplitudes

resonance
partial wave 
amplitudes

FV spectrum

resonance
partial wave 
amplitudes

scattering data

Experiment

amplitude 
analysis

Lattice QCD



det[F�1(EL, L) +M(EL)] = 0

resonance
partial wave 
amplitudes

FV spectrum

 Lüscher (1986, 1991) [elastic scalar bosons]

 Rummukainen & Gottlieb (1995) [moving elastic scalar bosons]

 Kim, Sachrajda, & Sharpe/Christ, Kim & Yamazaki (2005) [QFT derivation]

 Feng,  Li, &  Liu (2004) [inelastic scalar bosons]

 Hansen & Sharpe / RB & Davoudi (2012)  [moving inelastic scalar bosons]

 RB (2014)  [general 2-body result]

EL = finite volume spec.

L = finite volume

F = known function

M = scattering amp.
not an extrapolation!

Scattering amplitudes



Extracting the spectrum
Two-point correlation functions:

 Use a large basis of operators ~ 20-30 ops
 Evaluate all Wick contraction 

C2pt.
ab (t,P) ⌘ h0|Ob(t,P)O†

a(0,P)|0i =
X

n

Zb,nZ
†
a,ne

�Ent

mπ=236 MeV mπ=391 MeV

RB, Dudek, Edwards, Wilson - PRL (2017)
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Isovector ππ scattering

Dudek, Edwards & Thomas (2012)
Wilson, RB, Dudek, Edwards & Thomas (2015)

M1 =

16⇡Ecm

p cot �1 � ip



Comparison with experiment
� 1
/�

E?
⇡⇡/MeVEcm/MeV

m⇡ = 140 MeV

Bolton, RB & Wilson (2016)



Lin et al. (2009)
Dudek, Edwards, Guo & Thomas (2013)
Dudek, Edwards & Thomas (2012)
Wilson, RB, Dudek, Edwards & Thomas (2015)
Bolton, RB & Wilson (2015)

The ρ vs mπ



More than one channel open
 Coupled channels: e.g.,⇡⌘,KK

det


F�1
⇡⌘ +M⇡⌘,⇡⌘ M⇡⌘,KK

M⇡⌘,KK F�1
KK

+MKK,KK

�
= 0

Hansen & Sharpe / RB & Davoudi (2012)
RB (2014)  / RB & Hansen (2015)

|niL = ↵(M, L)|⇡⌘i+ �(M, L)|KKi

can’t pull states apart!



More than one channel open
 Coupled channels: e.g.,⇡⌘,KK

RB
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More than one channel open
 Coupled channels: e.g.,⇡⌘,KK

RB

Dudek, Edwards & Wilson (2016)mπ=391 MeV

“a0(980)”
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resonance
partial wave 
amplitudes

form factors
electroweak 
amplitudes

matrix elements

+

=

+

+...

FV spectrum

 Lellouch & Lüscher (2000) [K-to-ππ at rest]
 Kim, Sachrajda, & Sharpe/Christ, Kim & Yamazaki (2005) [moving K-to-ππ]
…
 Hansen & Sharpe (2012) [D-to-ππ/KK]
RB, Hansen Walker-Lou /RB & Hansen (2014-2015) [general 1-to-2 result]

Resonant electroweak amplitudes



poles
partial wave 
amplitudes

form factors
electroweak 
amplitudes

electroweak data

amplitude 
analysis

scattering data

Experiment

amplitude 
analysis

resonance
partial wave 
amplitudes

form factors
electroweak 
amplitudes

matrix elements

+

=

+

+...

FV spectrum

Resonant electroweak amplitudes



πγ*-to-ππ amplitude

mπ=391 MeV RB, Dudek, Edwards, Thomas, Shultz, Wilson - PRL (2015)

elastic ππ amplitude
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π-to-ρ form factor
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Shultz, Dudek, & Edwards (2014) 
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evaluated at the  ρ-meson pole, (853(2)-i 12.4(6)/2) MeV

stable ρ

unstable ρ

Ecm = E⇢



The future of few-body physics
 three-body scattering 
 needed to study excited states
 will give access to nnn-force!

Complimentary to experiment!

 elastic form factors of:
 resonances
 bound states

  give information about structure 
 formalism largely developed
 untested

 RB & Hansen (2016)Complimentary to experiment!

π1  JPC=1-+

ρπ

πππ

RB, Hansen  & Sharpe (2017)



If you like to learn more
 A detailed review and introduction to the quickly growing field….
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The vast majority of hadrons observed in nature are not stable under the strong inter-
action, rather they are resonances whose existence is deduced from enhancements in
the energy dependence of scattering amplitudes. The study of hadron resonances of-
fers a window into the workings of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in the low-energy
non-perturbative region, and in addition, many probes of the limits of the electroweak
sector of the Standard Model consider processes which feature hadron resonances. From
a theoretical standpoint, this is a challenging field: the same dynamics that binds quarks
and gluons into hadron resonances also controls their decay into lighter hadrons, so a
complete approach to QCD is required. Presently, lattice QCD is the only available tool
that provides the required non-perturbative evaluation of hadron observables. In this
article, we review progress in the study of few-hadron reactions in which resonances and
bound-states appear using lattice QCD techniques. We describe the leading approach
which takes advantage of the periodic finite spatial volume used in lattice QCD calcula-
tions to extract scattering amplitudes from the discrete spectrum of QCD eigenstates in
a box. We explain how from explicit lattice QCD calculations, one can rigorously gar-
ner information about a variety of resonance properties, including their masses, widths,
decay couplings, and form factors. The challenges which currently limit the field are
discussed along with the steps being taken to resolve them.
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Two particles in 1+1 Dimensions

 Imposing periodicity:

 Two particle in a 1 D box

L

⇠

 Quantization condition:

L pn + 2�(pn) = 2⇡n

'p(x) ⇠ cos(p|x|+ �) Asymptotic wavefunction:

'p(L/2) = 'p(�L/2)

'0
p(L/2) = '0

p(�L/2)



L pn + 2�(pn) = 2⇡n

Spectrum in a  1+1D box 

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=4
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